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The advantages to consider reading the books Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore are coming to improve
your life top quality. The life top quality will not just concerning how much understanding you will certainly
obtain. Even you read the fun or entertaining publications, it will certainly help you to have boosting life
high quality. Really feeling enjoyable will lead you to do something flawlessly. Additionally, the publication
Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore will offer you the session to take as an excellent factor to do something.
You might not be worthless when reviewing this e-book Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore

From Publishers Weekly
In her new home in the West, far from the warmth and familiarity of her native New Delhi, Gita anticipates
celebrating the Hindu festival Divali-"Fireworks, lots of them-that's what Divali was all about." Surely such
a light show will dispel the November gloom. But as Gita prepares for the holiday, "needles of ice stung the
windows." In the freezing rain expectations turn to disappointments. Friends cancel their visits and, even
more grievously, Papa must postpone the fireworks. As the girl compares the day with her memories of
joyfully observed traditions, Mummy reminds her, "Divali is really about filling the darkness with light.
Fireworks can't do it for us. We must do it ourselves." After they light the diyas (small pots of mustard oil) at
each window, the storm causes an electrical failure, and Gita's home seems the only place of light in the vast
darkness. The unexpected splendor of ice and dancing light gives Gita a meaningful new perspective.
Accompanied by Priestly's soft, warm-hued watercolors, Gilmore's smooth prose and thoughtful imagery
invite readers into Gita's not-so-foreign world. Ages 5-up.
Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Ages 4^-8. In a picture-book first published in Canada, an immigrant child from India celebrates the Hindu
holiday of Divali for the first time in her new home. An introductory note describes the holiday as a festival
of lights celebrated with sweets, parties, storytelling, and fireworks. In the November gloom of her new
apartment, Gita longs for her extended family in New Delhi and the warmth she's left behind. She cries when
an ice storm knocks out the power in all the buildings on her street; but with her parents and her best friend,
she lights the diyas for the festival, and she comes to see that the lights of Divali can beat the darkness
outside and the sadness within. Priestley's delicately shaded illustrations in bright colors show an Indian
child and her family making a home. Words and pictures weave the particular holiday traditions into a
universal story of disappointment and hope. Hazel Rochman

Review
"...Her parents and an American friend help Gita turn disappointment into a new understanding of 'filling the
darkness with light.'" -- Yellow Brick Road

"...When she lights the wicks on the family's oil-filled diyas, Gita realizes that no matter where they live,
they can always drive away the darkness with light." -- BOOKBAG - The Teacher's Idea Magazine for
Children's Literature



"...explores one incident in the life of an immigrant child and makes from simple material a rich and resonant
story....all comes together at the end to show what is familiar to us all, what makes us all insiders: family,
friendship, and the need for celebration."

-- Books For Young People

"...the gentle text and the soft color pencil drawings complement each other as the simple story of translating
holiday traditions from one part of the world to another unfolds."

-- MultiCultural Review

"Gorgeous full-color illustrations....An excellent read-aloud to show diversity of religions and traditions in
today's society." -- Infotech

"Lights for Gita reminds us that what immigrants bring with them does not all fit in a moving van. They also
come laden with traditions and the hope of passing them on...Rachna Gilmore tells her story simply,
straightforwardly, and with compassion."

-- The Five Owls

"The rich tapestry of emotions woven through this lovely story tugs at the most resistant heart. Anticipation,
disappointment, and joy: Gilmore expertly navigates the young readers through each and the reader is left
feeling very satisfied at the outcome....Divali may be over for another year but the love expressed in this
book can be enjoyed year-round." -- The Expositor, Ontario

"This is a lovely, simple story of disappointments and new understanding which, though imbedded in Hindu
culture, echoes the emotions of any displaced child."

-- Debbie Abilock, "1994 Best Books"

"This story truly captures the bittersweet mix of anticipation and disappointment that catches most children
when celebrating their ethnic festivals....by the end of the day, Gita rejoices in a new Divali experience. Her
story will be a comfort to any child getting used to a new home."

-- Herizons

"When one friend finally arrives at the apartment, the diyas are blazing against the blackout, reflected in the
icy glaze. Gita and those who read her story see that adapting needn't tarnish the golden essence of a holiday
- it can actually shed light - while sharing rituals with new friends adds a luster of its own."

-- Concord Sunday Monitor
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Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore When writing can alter your life, when composing can enrich you by
providing much money, why don't you try it? Are you still quite baffled of where getting the ideas? Do you
still have no concept with what you are going to write? Currently, you will need reading Lights For Gita By
Rachna Gilmore An excellent author is a good reader at once. You could define exactly how you compose
depending upon just what publications to review. This Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore can help you to
fix the problem. It can be one of the ideal sources to establish your creating ability.

This publication Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore is anticipated to be among the best vendor book that
will certainly make you feel pleased to purchase as well as review it for finished. As recognized could
typical, every publication will have certain things that will certainly make a person interested a lot. Also it
originates from the author, kind, content, and even the author. Nevertheless, many people likewise take the
book Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore based upon the theme as well as title that make them astonished in.
and below, this Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore is really recommended for you due to the fact that it has
intriguing title as well as motif to check out.

Are you truly a follower of this Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore If that's so, why do not you take this
publication currently? Be the first person that like and lead this book Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore, so
you can obtain the factor and messages from this publication. Don't bother to be puzzled where to get it. As
the various other, we discuss the connect to check out as well as download the soft documents ebook Lights
For Gita By Rachna Gilmore So, you might not carry the printed book Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore
everywhere.
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Gita has recently moved to America from India, and she is looking forward to celebrating Divaliher favorite
holidaywith her family. She has invited some of her new friends from school to join in the festivities, but a
winter storm puts a damper on her plans. Just as Gita decides she hates her new home, events take another
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In her new home in the West, far from the warmth and familiarity of her native New Delhi, Gita anticipates
celebrating the Hindu festival Divali-"Fireworks, lots of them-that's what Divali was all about." Surely such
a light show will dispel the November gloom. But as Gita prepares for the holiday, "needles of ice stung the
windows." In the freezing rain expectations turn to disappointments. Friends cancel their visits and, even
more grievously, Papa must postpone the fireworks. As the girl compares the day with her memories of
joyfully observed traditions, Mummy reminds her, "Divali is really about filling the darkness with light.
Fireworks can't do it for us. We must do it ourselves." After they light the diyas (small pots of mustard oil) at
each window, the storm causes an electrical failure, and Gita's home seems the only place of light in the vast
darkness. The unexpected splendor of ice and dancing light gives Gita a meaningful new perspective.
Accompanied by Priestly's soft, warm-hued watercolors, Gilmore's smooth prose and thoughtful imagery
invite readers into Gita's not-so-foreign world. Ages 5-up.
Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Ages 4^-8. In a picture-book first published in Canada, an immigrant child from India celebrates the Hindu
holiday of Divali for the first time in her new home. An introductory note describes the holiday as a festival
of lights celebrated with sweets, parties, storytelling, and fireworks. In the November gloom of her new
apartment, Gita longs for her extended family in New Delhi and the warmth she's left behind. She cries when
an ice storm knocks out the power in all the buildings on her street; but with her parents and her best friend,
she lights the diyas for the festival, and she comes to see that the lights of Divali can beat the darkness
outside and the sadness within. Priestley's delicately shaded illustrations in bright colors show an Indian
child and her family making a home. Words and pictures weave the particular holiday traditions into a



universal story of disappointment and hope. Hazel Rochman

Review
"...Her parents and an American friend help Gita turn disappointment into a new understanding of 'filling the
darkness with light.'" -- Yellow Brick Road

"...When she lights the wicks on the family's oil-filled diyas, Gita realizes that no matter where they live,
they can always drive away the darkness with light." -- BOOKBAG - The Teacher's Idea Magazine for
Children's Literature

"...explores one incident in the life of an immigrant child and makes from simple material a rich and resonant
story....all comes together at the end to show what is familiar to us all, what makes us all insiders: family,
friendship, and the need for celebration."

-- Books For Young People

"...the gentle text and the soft color pencil drawings complement each other as the simple story of translating
holiday traditions from one part of the world to another unfolds."

-- MultiCultural Review

"Gorgeous full-color illustrations....An excellent read-aloud to show diversity of religions and traditions in
today's society." -- Infotech

"Lights for Gita reminds us that what immigrants bring with them does not all fit in a moving van. They also
come laden with traditions and the hope of passing them on...Rachna Gilmore tells her story simply,
straightforwardly, and with compassion."

-- The Five Owls

"The rich tapestry of emotions woven through this lovely story tugs at the most resistant heart. Anticipation,
disappointment, and joy: Gilmore expertly navigates the young readers through each and the reader is left
feeling very satisfied at the outcome....Divali may be over for another year but the love expressed in this
book can be enjoyed year-round." -- The Expositor, Ontario

"This is a lovely, simple story of disappointments and new understanding which, though imbedded in Hindu
culture, echoes the emotions of any displaced child."

-- Debbie Abilock, "1994 Best Books"

"This story truly captures the bittersweet mix of anticipation and disappointment that catches most children
when celebrating their ethnic festivals....by the end of the day, Gita rejoices in a new Divali experience. Her
story will be a comfort to any child getting used to a new home."

-- Herizons

"When one friend finally arrives at the apartment, the diyas are blazing against the blackout, reflected in the
icy glaze. Gita and those who read her story see that adapting needn't tarnish the golden essence of a holiday
- it can actually shed light - while sharing rituals with new friends adds a luster of its own."



-- Concord Sunday Monitor

Most helpful customer reviews

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
I would have loved to give it five stars
By Arie Farnam
This story almost has it all. I would have loved to give it five stars. It is well written, engaging with a good
plot for such a small children's book. It has beautiful illustrations that children can relate to. It is a wonderful
holiday story and much needed to show some diversity in holidays. The part that gets it four stars instead of
five is that the girl's origins and background isn't well explained in the beginning. It is hinted at but not
enough for small children to understand. If it were stated outright and the holiday slightly explained in the
beginning, it would help children who don't know the tradition and it would be affirming for those who do.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
A new immigrant girl learns that the lights inside her are more important than fireworks and festivities
By Carol Simon Levin
Beautiful introduction to the holiday of Divali. I used it in a storytime called "Holiday Lights" [...] and it was
was very well received by the Kdg-3rd graders. I like how it addresses the universal themes of homesickness
and moving to a new place and it is especially useful in our community which has a sizeable South Asian
population.

16 of 16 people found the following review helpful.
Good to read to school. Nice introduction.
By Lady
A nice story with illustrations although it does not give the kind of detail that my children & I crave. I
paraphrased it, using the pictures, for a group of 3 - 6 year olds at school and they liked it. An easy
introduction to Diwali for them. Then I showed them a few things, including a clay oil lamp and we had
Indian sweets. For pictures of a more traditional celebration and those details, use the 2 page spread in
"Children Just Like Me: Celebrations!".

See all 4 customer reviews...
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great time with publication Lights For Gita By Rachna Gilmore, constantly great time with money to spend!
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